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All groups considered in this paper are abelian. A group G is called 




with i the inclusion map and 6 the natural map can be embedded in a 
commutative diagram 
o--+S-i-+G-e--+GIS--+O. 
The s.p. groups are characterised by the 
THEOREM : A group G is s.p. if and only if one of the following holds: 
(i) G is free 
(ii) G is torsion and G, s 2 Z(@) (k a fixed integer) 
or Gr s Z(Ip”o) 
(iii) G= D @ P where D is a divisible subgroup of Q/Z and P is free of 
finite rank. 
As an easy application, we obtain the structure of quasi-projective 
groups. 
Before we proceed to the proof of the theorem, we consider a few 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. (i) Any direct summand of an s.p. group is s.p. 
(ii) If 8 is a fully invariant subgroup of an s.p. group G, then G/S is s.p. 
The proofs being straightforward are omitted. 
REMAFGK : Let A =B @ C where B g C E Z@). Clearly A and A/B 
are s.p. but B is not fully invariant. 
The following lemma is crucial in our characterisation of s.p. groups. 
LEMMA 2. If A @ B is s.p. and if there exists an epimorphism from 
B to A, then A is isomorphic to a direct summand of B. 
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PROOF. Let 0 --+ S -I-+ B j’+ A - -+ 0 be a short exact se- 
quence so that /?: B/S - - + A is an isomorphism. Let 6 : B - - -+ B/S 
be the natural map. Consider the following diagram with exact rows 
A @ B !‘slLt!, A@B/S----+O 
$0 b 
A@B--‘--+A@B/S----+O 
where alB/S=/? and a]A =6-l. Since A @ B is s.p. there exists a 19 such 
that 6’0 =a#. It is ea,sy to see that 8(A) C B, and that 0 is manic. Then 
we obtain an exact sequence O----t A-e-+ B where orS’8= 1~. It follows 
.+ ” 
that A is isomorphic to a direct summand of B. 
The following proposition characterises all torsion s.p. groups. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let G= 2 G, (Grp-primary) be a torsion group. Then 
G is s.p. if and only if each G, is a direct sum of cyclic groups of the same 
order or isomorphic to Z(p”). 
PROOF. Let G be a torsion s-p. group. It is clear that each GP is s.p. 
We now show that a group of the form Z(pkl) @ Z(pk2) 1 G&G 00 
(i = 1, 2) cannot be sp. unless ki =ks=finite. For if kr and Ica are finite 
and ki>ks, Z(pkl) can be mapped epimorphically onto Z(pk2) and since 
Z(@) is indecomposable, lemma 2 completes the proof. Let now ki = k2 = 00 
or kl=m #kg and A= B @ C where B=Z(pkl) and C=Z(@g). Let S be 
any cyclic subgroup of B such that cardinality of S is 92, if kz is finite 
and arbitrary otherwise. Consider the map B @ Cd+_lc-+ B/S@ C where 6 
is the natural map. Now consider the endomorphism 01 of B/S @ C which 
maps C monomorphically inside B/S and alB/S= 0. This does not lift to 
an endomorphism 8 of A satisfying (6+ lc)r3=01(6+ 1~) for, by the choice 
of S, (d+lc)O/C is many-one whereas a(d+l~)jC is monk so that A is 
not 9.p. 
Now it follows that G, is either divisible and isomorphic to Z(p,““) 
or reduoed. Let G, be reduced and B any basic subgroup of Cr. By the 
above B should be a direct sum of cyclic groups of the same order and 
so B is a direct summand of G,. Since G, is reduced we obtain B=G,. 
This establishes the necessity. 
Let now G= 2 G,. If S is a subgroup of G, then S= 2 S, where S, C GP 
and G/S E 2 Gr/S,. Further any endomorphism of G/S (G) is determined 
by its effect on Gr/S, (GP). Hence it follows that if each GP is s.p. then 
so is G. If G, g Z(p”), its endomorphism ring is commutative and iso- 
morphic to the p-adic integers, and every quotient of Z(p”“) is isomorphic 
to itself. This yields easily that G, is s.p. 
Also if G,= 2 Z(pk) (k a fixed integer) then one can write G, g FjpkF 
for a suitable free group F and so by lemma 1 G, is s.p. This completes 
the proof of the proposition. 
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REMARK : The above proposition incidentally shows that the direct 
sum of two s.p. groups need not be s.p. 
The following proposition character&es all torsion free s.p. groups. 
PRoPosITIoN 4. A torsion free group is s.p. if and only if it is free. 
PROOF. Let G be s.p. and of finite rank say r. Then G is countable. 
Let S be a subgroup of G generated by a maximal linearly independent 
set M in G. If G #S, G/S is a non-trivial torsion group. If G/S is not 
bounded then it is easy to show that it will have an uncountable number 
of endomorphisms from which it follows that G has an uncountable 
number of endomorphisms. However G can have only a countable number 
of endomorphisms because each endomorphism of G is specified by its 
effect on the finite set M. So let n (G/S) = (0). Then G s nG and nG is 
a subgroup of the free group S. Hence G is free. 
Let now G be s.p. and of infinite rank. Let D be the divisible hull of G. 
Let F be the free subgroup of G generated by a maximal linearly inde- 
pendent subset of G. Now rank F = rank G = cardinality of D. Hence one 
can write D & F/S for a suitable subgroup S of F. So F/S is divisible 
and we can write G/S= F/S@ X. Let do: G/S- - -+ F/S be the projection 
map. Then there is an endomorphism 0 of G such that arS=68 where 6 
is the natural map G - - -+ G/S. Hence e(G) C F and so e(G)=N is free. 
Now G = ker 0 @ N. Also rank N = rank 8G > rank Se(G) > rank of D = rank 
of G > rank of 8(G). Thus rank N=rank of G. IV being free, G and ker 8 
are epimorphic images of N. Now by lemma 2, it follows that ker f3 is a 
direct summand of N and so is free. Hence G itself is free. 
The proof gets completed on observing that any free group is s.p. 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this paper. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
NECESSITY. Let G be s.p. In view of Propositions 3 and 4, it is enough 
that we consider the case when G is a mixed group. Now G/Gt is s.p. 
since Gt is fully invariant. So by proposition 4, GIGt is free and hence 
G splits as Gt @ F. If Gt is not divisible then G has a direct summand 
of the form Z(@) @ 2. But Z@k) being an epimorphic image of 2, by 
lemma 2, Z(pk) must be isomorphic to a direct summand of 2, which is 
not possible. Hence Gt is divisible and is a direct sum of Z@“)‘s. Further 
we observe that F should be of finite rank as otherwise G has a direct 
summand of the type Z@P’)+ 2 2, No infinite, and Z(p@‘) can be ob- 
tained as an epimorphic image ?f 2 2 and lemma 2 can be applied to 
yield a contradiction. Thus the neozsity follows. 
For proving the sufficiency we have to consider the case when G is 
of the form (iii). Let now S be any subgroup of G. If S is torsion then 
S C D, so that G/S E D/S @ F and D/S is fully invariant in G/S. Using 
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the fact that P is projective and D is s.p. it can be seen easily that each 
endomorphism of G/S can be lifted to one of G. If S is torsion free there 
exists a summand E”’ of G such that G= D @ P’ and F’ r> S. Now any 
endomorphism E of G/S (g D+F’/S) is determined by its effect on D 
and PI/S. Also D goes into itself by E since F’/S is reduced. Since F is 
projective, the diagram 
F’----+ F’/S 
46) ‘1, $8 
D@F’---:D@F’,S 
can be completed by an E’. Hence it follows that E can be lifted to an 
endomorphism of G. 
Let now S be a mixed subgroup of G. We identify G/S with G/St/S/St 
and consider the following diagram: 
G-d’-+ G/St-+-+ G/S---+ 0 
$0 b b 
G-d’-+ G/&4’-+ G/S----+ 0 
with exact rows and the natural maps 81, 82 with ker & = St, ker 82 = S/St. 
Let E be an endomorphism of G/S. Observing that G/St is again of the 
same form as G and that S/St is torsion free, one can by the preceding 
argument lift E to an endomorphism 01 of G/St making the right rectangle 
commutative. Now by the first argument 81 can be lifted to an endo- 
morphism 8 of G making the left rectangle commutative. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
APPLICATION: The structure of quasi-projective groups [2] follows 
easily from the theorem on noting that Z@“) is not quasi-projective and 
omitting it in the statement of the theorem. 
The author is thankful to K. M. Rangaswamy for helpful discussions 
in the preparation of this paper. 
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